We show how to fabricate three basic photonic crystal structures with simple cubic, fcc, and bcc translational symmetry by interference lithography. The structures are fabricable by the interference of beams launched from the same half space. The simple cubic structure is size-scalable while the structure with fcc translational symmetry possesses two band gaps. Both these structures are experimentally realized.
We show how to fabricate three basic photonic crystal structures with simple cubic, fcc, and bcc translational symmetry by interference lithography. The structures are fabricable by the interference of beams launched from the same half space. The simple cubic structure is size-scalable while the structure with fcc translational symmetry possesses two band gaps. Both these structures are experimentally realized. (100) surface for a P-surface structure, with a periodicity of 1.1 µm. The inset shows a SEM image of a P-surface structure with a periodicity of 0.5 µm, demonstrating size scalability. The inset diffraction pattern comes from another P-surface structure showing the (111) orientation. The scale bars shown are 2 µm. (b) Two possible six-beam configurations for the fabrication of the P-structure. The polarizations are indicated as small arrows on the beams.
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